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TD 4 Advanced Security

1 Document you...
Take a tour on https://www.eff.org/ to find other information relative to privacy. For a more
detailed documentation, visit the hitchiker’s guide to online anonymity https://anonymousplanet.
org/guide.html.

2 See your traces
Go to the url http://www.anonymat.org/vostraces/index.php (sorry I couldn’t find the
analogue in English) and keep track of the following informations

• your IP address;

• your browser;

• information on the webpages that you visited before.

3 Are you unique?
Visit the pages https://amiunique.org and https://coveryourtracks.eff.org/ to see
the information relative to your browser and deduce if you can be identified by the fingerprint of your
browser. If it is the case, try to undestand why.
Check if you authorize third party cookied and disable them if you did.
Check if your browser is using the “do not track” option and if you can use it.
Have a look on the “Statistics” page to see where you are in comparison with others.
You may know that Google intends to turn the cookie mechanism into another kind of tracking technology
(read the article here).

4 Can you be tracked?
Visit a news site. Did you get sponsored content? Try to find which is the sponsor and try to find informa-
tion on the sponsor. If you read the paper on Google replacement to track you, you certainly accessed the
Cookies and Tracking Technologies page with this kind of information.

Try to see your cookies database. See for instance for Firefox or for chrome.
If the plugin “Privacy Badger” is not yet installed on your browser, install it and try to make the previous
tour. Can you see a difference? Can you tell how many trackers have been blocked?
Is your fingerprint on https://amiunique.org different (you can use the AmIUnique pluging)?

5 Protect yourself
Block all the cookies, install privacy plugins like uBlock, Ghostery, Disconnect, Privacy Badger, User agent
switcher and check the results before and after (these plugins may not be available for every browser).
Be also careful to these plugin evolution during the tim. Read this for instance.
You can also try the browsers “Brave” or “Iridium’ who contain some of these protections natively.
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